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Abstract: Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) of a monocular projective camera installed
on an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a challenging task in photogrammetry, computer vision,
and robotics. This paper presents a novel real-time monocular SLAM solution for UAV applications.
It is based on two steps: consecutive construction of the UAV path, and adjacent strip connection.
Consecutive construction rapidly estimates the UAV path by sequentially connecting incoming
images to a network of connected images. A multilevel pyramid matching is proposed for this step
that contains a sub-window matching using high-resolution images. The sub-window matching
increases the frequency of tie points by propagating locations of matched sub-windows that leads to
a list of high-frequency tie points while keeping the execution time relatively low. A sparse bundle
block adjustment (BBA) is employed to optimize the initial path by considering nuisance parameters.
System calibration parameters with respect to global navigation satellite system (GNSS) and inertial
navigation system (INS) are optionally considered in the BBA model for direct georeferencing.
Ground control points and checkpoints are optionally included in the model for georeferencing
and quality control. Adjacent strip connection is enabled by an overlap analysis to further improve
connectivity of local networks. A novel angular parametrization based on spherical rotation coordinate
system is presented to address the gimbal lock singularity of BBA. Our results suggest that the
proposed scheme is a precise real-time monocular SLAM solution for a UAV.
Keywords: photogrammetry; real-time monocular SLAM; UAV; trajectory estimation; GNSS; IMU;
direct georeferencing
1. Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are energy-efficient observers with a high degree of freedom.
Miniaturized UAVs have recently played an important role in the aerial mapping ecosystem [1,2].
Modern UAVs are equipped with a wide range of sensors and receivers such as optical sensors,
e.g., red green blue (RGB) cameras, miniaturized hyper-spectral sensors, global positioning receivers,
e.g., a global navigation satellite system (GNSS), orientation sensors such as an inertial measurement
unit (IMU), and light detection and ranging (Lidar) sensors [3].
Real-time trajectory estimation of a UAV is essentially a micro task for many advanced applications,
e.g., smart city [4], emergency [5] or agricultural and forestry [6]. Smart city applications mainly include
tasks that require quick access to 3D geometric or also spectrometric information, such as near real-time
mapping [7], traffic monitoring [8], individual object tracking [9], smart car parking management [10],
parks and green spaces management [11], crime-scene investigation [12], harbor monitoring, etc.
Agricultural and forestry applications mainly deal with biomass estimation [13], classification and
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monitoring tasks [14], such as forest inventory [15], forest disease investigation and monitoring [16],
farm monitoring [17], crop classification and monitoring [18]. We may point to important factors such
as novel advancements in UAV hardware, algorithms, and availability of new low-cost sensors that
have led to the recent increase in UAV applications. Many commercial UAV models nowadays have
acceptable flight durability for most urban and forestry applications. They are usually equipped with
autopilot systems that ease the operation of a drone in complex situations [19].
UAV trajectory and image positions and orientations could be directly estimated by employing
observations from high-grade GNSS receivers and IMU sensors when an accurate link between a
camera and GNSS/IMU (lever-arm vector and bore-sight angle) is a priori known. However, image
processing is an important alternative that provides positions and orientations in a local coordinate
system [20]. The role of image processing is highlighted in situations where other approaches fail due
to technical problems such as the existence of noise, unavailability of satellites, or multipath errors in
low altitudes. In those scenarios, an automatic real-time estimation of image-based trajectory could be
employed as an important alternative.
Data processing in a UAV mapping solution usually starts after images acquisition to produce
the fastest possible outputs [3]. Large piles of images are gradually transferred to a photogrammetric
processing unit to produce geometric or radiometric outputs. The whole process is usually a
resource-hungry operation that needs hours to days of processing time that mainly depends on factors
such as size of the area, requested precision level, and project-specific demands such as customized
postprocessing steps. Results are finally expressed as products such as point clouds and radiometrically
calibrated orthomosaics. Recent advancements in 5G communication, along with cloud computing,
have already provided a suitable base for real-time UAV mapping [21]. An influential factor in a UAV
solution is the computational time that limits the applicability of UAVs for cases where fast outputs are
required. In a photogrammetric solution, usually a trade-off between computational time and accuracy
exists that is often managed based on a project’s requirements. Several civil applications of UAVs
gradually demand real-time or close to real-time outputs that have led to research and development
of real-time solutions as an active research area. In a cloud-based solution, lightweight calculations
are usually assigned to a UAV’s onboard computer, while heavier computations are performed in a
cloud [22,23].
In a classic aerial photogrammetric solution, a conditional independency exists among 3D object
points when status (positions and orientations) of images are given [24]. The object points are usually
referred to as the structure, and camera status is regarded as motion. Under the assumption that a
camera motion is unknown, positions of 3D points become correlated. This correlation is the main
tool to estimate the camera status. Monocular simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) as a
classic image-processing problem aims to estimate the trajectory of a single-eye observer based on 3D
object point correlations. Estimating the 3D trajectory of a projective camera only by 2D image points
is an interesting and complex task. This complexity multiplies when interior orientation parameters
(IOP) of a projective camera are not a priori known. Historically, the first solutions to address this
problem were limited to the conditions where simple solvers were employed to generate accurate
estimations for exterior orientation parameters (EOP). Progress in direct relative orientation solutions
(8-point algorithm and normalized 8-point algorithm [25], Nister’s 5-point algorithm [26]) and direct
georeferencing [27]) has significantly improved the above situation by providing accurate initial
location and orientations of images.
1.1. Feature Extraction and Matching Review
Feature extraction and matching is one of the core components of an image-based SLAM.
Image matching has been recently progressed by distinctive presentations of image points, for example,
Lowe [28] proposed a method for localizing points that were relatively invariant to scale and orientation
(key points). He expressed his approach based on four steps. In the first step, he proposed creating a
scale-space by using Difference of Gaussian (DoG) operator to detect extrema, then a model was fit
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to candidate key points locations (localization). Next, orientations were assigned to each key point
(rotation invariance). Finally, image gradients were saved as a descriptor vector. Lowe called his
approach scale invariant feature transform (SIFT). Most SIFT implementations generally consist of
two phases: key point localization, and descriptor computation. Although the first implementation of
SIFT was successful, it was demonstrated as a computationally heavy module; moreover, it required
a considerable amount of random-access memory (RAM) for a medium-size image (>20 MPix.).
Many researchers have continued Lowe’s original work by proposing solutions that were able to
address the computational burden and accuracy. For example, Ke and Sukthankar [29] applied principle
component analysis (PCA) on normalized gradient patches to build more distinctive descriptors.
Wu [30] proposed a relatively fast implementation of SIFT by employing a graphic processing unit
(GPU); he called his approach SIFT GPU. Guoshen and Morel [31] improved SIFT by incorporating
six-parameters affine transformation (ASIFT). Bay et al. [32] proposed a method called speed up
robust feature (SURF) by approximating DoG by box filters, since convolution with rectangular filters
were much faster; therefore, their method was quicker than initial approaches of SIFT, and also
required less memory. SURF localization was based on the geometric distinctiveness of features; for
example, operators such as blobs, T-junctions, and corners (by Harris corner detector) have been
used to localize distinctive points. They offered a “scale-invariant only” version which was more
distinctive and even faster (upright SURF or U-SURF). Rosten and Drummond [33] employed a
decision tree classifier to boost edge detection. They termed it their “machine-learning based” key point
detector feature from accelerated test (FAST). They demonstrated that their localization approach was
approximately 30 times faster than SIFT. They claimed that in some cases, their proposed feature detector
outperformed the others. As a complement to the slow and memory-hungry SIFT, Calonder et al. [34]
proposed a descriptor based on employing binary strings. They employed Hamming distance to
compare two descriptors. They demonstrated that their proposed descriptor was “fast to build and
match”. Their proposed method was called “binary robust independent elementary feature (BRIEF)”.
Rublee et al. [35] combined FAST and BRIEF, thereby creating the oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF
(ORB) method. They demonstrated that their approach was at two orders of magnitude faster than
SIFT. Later, some researchers exposed the aforementioned techniques to a diverse set of variables
and compared them. For example, Juan and Gwon [36] compared SIFT, PCA-SIFT, and SURF.
They demonstrated the slowness of SIFT compared to the others, while SIFT’s performance was
superior in some cases. They concluded that the choice of a suitable method mainly depended on
the application. Karami et al. [37] compared the performance of SIFT, SURF, and ORB against affine
translation, fish-eye-like distortion, and shearing. They showed that ORB was the fastest, while SIFT
resulted in better outcomes.
1.2. Image-Based SLAM Approaches
Image-based SLAM is a technique of sensor localization and object reconstruction by taking
advantage of multi-image measurements. Image-based SLAM and all its variants have been widely
studied. Monocular SLAM is a sub-category of image-based SLAM that deals with SLAM algorithms
that are suitable for a single camera. We may categorize monocular SLAM algorithms in two
groups: 1—the algorithms that predict the status of an incoming image by employing previous
observations and then adjust the predicted status by cooperating observations, and 2—the algorithms
that directly employ observational equations to estimate the status of an incoming image. Here, we
selectively review a small portion of recent literature based on the individual work’s closeness to our
problem. A more comprehensive review of monocular SLAM could be found for example in Wu [38].
Williams et al. [39] proposed a monocular SLAM based on a loop closure algorithm. They compared
“image to image” and “image to map” techniques. Steffen and Förstner [40] discussed challenges
in a real-time trajectory estimation problem and proposed a solution based on initialization, loop
detection and exploration strategies. Galvez-López and Tardo [41] proposed an algorithm that used
a stack of key points computed by “BRIEF+FAST” for visual place recognition (in their notation: a
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bag of words). Their work has successfully laid the foundation of a monocular SLAM (ORB-SLAM).
Mur-Artal et al. [42] proposed a single-camera SLAM (ORB-SLAM) that was able to perform all
major SLAM duties including feature tracking, loop-closing and adjustment. Their proposed method
was real-time and robust to noise. Fink et al. [43] proposed an image-based algorithm to estimate
UAV position and linear velocity. They combined inertia data and visual SLAM to robustly predict
UAV position. Jiang et al. [44] proposed an algorithm for oblique images based on structure from
motion (sfm) to acquire accurate orientations and positions in a case of large volume oblique images
with high overlaps. They demonstrated that their customized sfm had a linear computational cost.
Chen et al. [45] used monocular SLAM (ORB-SLAM) which was combined with GNSS data in a
combinatory model to estimate the trajectory.
1.3. Novel Aspects of this Article
Direct-georeferencing and image-based reconstruction are two alternative overlapping scenarios
to estimate position and orientation of images. Based on our understanding, recent developments
such as [39] and [40] have successfully constructed a roadmap for image-based solutions for different
capturing scenarios. In this work, we aim to improve the recent trend by proposing a novel real-time
monocular SLAM solution. Strictly speaking, we follow a similar methodology as those expressed
by [39] and [40] in detecting loops; we modify the logic of these works based on analyzing overlaps
of aerial images. Finally, a real-time monocular SLAM is presented that suitably addresses an
aerial case where the object is near planar. The recent methods, such as ORB-SLAM are often used
in applications where a high frequency of images is collected, for instance, using video cameras.
Additionally, the resolution of the images has to be low as the processing would overload memory
and speed. Typically, in high-accuracy UAV forest or agriculture mapping applications, using RGB
or multispectral cameras, the flight data collection is performed with large overlaps of usually
80% and 60% or more in forward and side directions, respectively, and the images are acquired,
for example, every two seconds. This is currently a more complicated scenario for the real-time
SLAM approaches. Our image-matching scheme improved the computational complexity of methods
discussed in Section 1.1 by introducing a multilevel pyramid matching scheme mixed with sub-window
propagation and matching. We propagated the position of sub-windows on one image to the
immediate neighboring image and so on. The proposed scheme was designed with the goal to reduce
the computational complexity of high-resolution image-matching, while keeping the accuracy and
completeness of a full-size image matching. The general structure of this work is a discussion about
techniques to reduce the processing time of an aerial monocular SLAM. A novel angular parametrization
based on a spherical rotation coordinate system is also implemented in this article, that addresses the
gimbal lock singularity problem. A sparse bundle block adjustment (BBA) is finally introduced by
employing the novel angular parametrization. The BBA was customized to incorporate GNSS and
IMU observations whenever these data are available. Our results suggest that a real-time and robust
monocular SLAM is accessible based on the current state-of-the-art image-matching technologies.
2. Background
2.1. Coplanarity and Collinearity
Two types of correspondence between “image points” and “object points” are used as the main
observational equations: coplanarity and collinearity [46]. Coplanarity equations state that an ideal
object point, its corresponding image points, and focal centers of cameras lie in a hypothetical plane
under the assumption that image distortions and noises are removed. Coplanarity is initially used
to connect two images by employing at-least five common image points in a stereo pair (unknown
sensor case). Collinearity equations state that an image point, a focal center, and a corresponding
object point lie on a line [46]. Collinearity plays an important role after initiating a network structure
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by coplanarity. Coplanarity deals with a stereo pair in comparison to the collinearity that allows for
multi-image adjustment.
2.2. Automatic Feature Extraction and Matching
Automatic image-matching is the process of finding common image tie points between a set of
images. The objective of an ideal tie point matching is to extract a correct and accurate set of matches
with high repeatability that evenly covers the surface of a set of images. Existence of even a few outliers
could affect the convergence of the BBA where L2 norm is the target of the optimization. A robust
image matching approach ensures that a sequential set of images will be linked with an acceptable
level of accuracy.
Three main factors are important in studying and employing any image-matching algorithm:
1—accuracy, 2—repeatability, and 3—timing. Since the first outcome of any matching approach may
result in many false matches, the outlier filtering has a key role. Several outlier removal preprocessing
steps are compulsory to avoid unstable image tie points. Those steps reduce the number of outliers
that affect the quality of the reconstruction. A statistical filtering approach such as random sample
consensus (RANSAC) is usually employed to improve the quality of the top-level pyramid matching.
Matching accuracy concerns the ratio of inliers to the number of all matches. Usually a high accuracy
is essential for a matching algorithm to result in an acceptable trajectory. Repeatability concerns
“how frequently” the same image tie point is detectable among many images of the same object point.
Repeatability is expressed by a frequency number that demonstrates the number of occurrences of
an object point in the image set. High-frequency tie points are advantageous in running subsequent
algorithms such as the BBA. An insufficient number of high-frequency tie points usually results in
a weak network structure. This weakness appears as singularities in the BBA. Timing is the most
significant factor when dealing with an automatic image matching approach. A real-time image-based
SLAM requires a matching approach that works on a performance better than or equal to its image
acquisition interval.
First-pyramid-level matching refers to finding matches between two images with original scale
(σ = 1.0). First-pyramid-level matching is usually an expensive computation for medium-sized images
in an image-based SLAM. It roughly requires up to three minutes of computation to match two 24 MPix
images, which makes it a time-consuming postprocessing step.
A monocular SLAM sequentially orients a set of input images by employing either the current
status of images or observations such as match points or GNSS/IMU. The connected image set could
be represented by a nondirectional graph. In the graphical presentation, each node represents an
image shot and each edge corresponds to the existence of common tie points between two images.
The structure shows the distribution of ties between oriented images. Here, we assume that the
oriented set Mt is the collection of all images that have been linked up to the time ( t). This graph is
called “the connection graph”.
2.3. Network Creation Strategy
In an image-based SLAM, the simplest way to create “the connection graph” is to join every
new image to all oriented images of the set Mt (dense approach). In this approach “the connection
graph” contains as many edges as possible “at a maximum computational cost”. It is trivial to show
that the computational complexity of a “connect-to-all” (or dense) approach is N2 (N: cost of a stereo
pair creation), however, the dense solution does not fit a “real-time” application, since it fails the
“time limits” that are required for a real-time system. This situation needs to be enhanced for a
real-time application.
A better way to create a connection graph is to employ a “connect-to-next” (or sequential)
approach with complexity of [N] that has a desirable performance compared to the dense approach.
The drawbacks of the latter approach are threefold: firstly, it loses some high frequency tie points
(especially inner strip tie points) that play a key role in the adjustment process, and therefore it
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weakens the network structure; if image tie-points are not properly propagated, then the structure
of the resulted graph will be sparse and only near diagonal elements of the structural matrix will be
nonzero; consequently, by employing a sequential approach most edges will be ignored; secondly,
the errors will be significantly accumulated which leads to high positional standard deviation values of
tail images; thirdly, finding correct matches over the whole image is a relatively expensive operation.
2.4. Euler Angles
Euler angles were introduced by Leonhard Euler to describe 3D rotations of a rigid body. This
framework consists of three independent rotations (ω, φ,κ) around the main Cartesian axis (X, Y, and
Z). For each of the rotations (ω, φ,κ), a 3× 3 matrix is formed as Equation (1). The complete rotation
matrix is determined by multiplying independent rotation matrices:
Rx =

1 0 0
0 cos(ω) − sin(ω)
0 sin(ω) cos(ω)
,Ry =

cos(φ) 0 sin(φ)
0 1 0
− sin(φ) 0 cos(φ)
,Rz
=

cos(κ) − sin(κ) 0
sin(κ) cos(κ) 0
0 0 1

(1)
Rω,φ,κ = Rz.Ry.Rx =
cos(κ).cos(φ) cos(κ).sin(φ).sin(ω) + sin(κ).cos(ω) −cos(κ).sin(φ).cos(ω) + sin(κ).sin(ω)
− sin(κ).cos(φ) − sin(κ).sin(φ).sin(ω) + cos(κ).cos(ω) sin(κ).sin(φ).cos(ω) + cos(κ).sin(ω)
sin(φ) − cos(φ).sin(ω) cos(φ).cos(ω)
 (2)
Applying Euler angles in different orders results in different rotation matrices. Numeric estimation
of partial derivatives of Equation (2) with respect to the Euler angles are straightforward. The inverse
transform of Equation (2) has a closed form and is differentiable. One of the main drawbacks of
employing Euler angles is related to the gimbal lock problem. Gimbal lock is the situation that at least
two rotational planes lying on the same plane. In this situation, one or two degrees of singularity
occurs, which directly affects the condition number of the Jacobian matrix in the BBA.
2.5. Euler Angles from an Arbitrary Rotation Matrix
The inverse transform of Equation (2) is the function:
ω
φ
κ
 = R(R3×3 ) (3)
where R3×3 is an arbitrary rotation matrix, and R is the inverse function. To extract Euler angles from a
rotation matrix R, one may examine the size of R3,1. If
(
1−
∣∣∣R3,1∣∣∣) is bigger than a small threshold, then
φ, ω and κ are calculated as:
φ = asin(R3,1), = atan2
(
− R3,2
cos(φ)
,
R3,3
cos(φ)
)
, κ = atan2
(
− R2,1
cos(φ)
,
R1,1
cos(φ)
)
(4)
otherwise two singular cases occur: if R3,1 > 0, then:
φ =
pi
2
,κ = 0(singular), ω = atan2(R1,2,R2,2) (5)
otherwise:
φ = −pi
2
,κ = 0 (singular), ω = atan2(−R1,2,−R2,2) (6)
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in both singular cases (5 and 6), κ takes any value in [−pi,pi]. Here, atan2 is a two-argument arctangent
function, and Ri, j is the element of R located in ith row and jth column.
An alternative parametrization to the Euler angle is a triplet of roll, pitch, and heading (or in
short rph) that is defined for any solid object (Figure 1). If we assume a main axis for a hypothesized
airplane-like object and a second axis along wings of the object, then roll is the amount of rotation
around the main axis, heading is the azimuth of the object with respect to the north, and pitch is the
rotation around the second axis (wings).
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The rph system is a useful presentation in applications where the object’s orientation needs to
be assigned, however, the gimbal lock singularity is not addressed by this system; as an advantage,
the rph system is easier to understand and manipulate than Euler angles.
2.6. Quaternions
Quaternion is an angular system that is expressed by a quadruple of real numbers (q1, q2, q3, q4).
Quaternion is closely linked to rotation axis-angle presentation with parameters (x, y, z,w) and a length
constraint (x2 + y2 + z2 = 1). The rotation matrix of this presentation is calculated as the quaternion
being interchangeable with Euler angles by forming a rotation matrix through Equation (7) and
converting it to Euler angles using Equations (4)–(6).
R =

q2x − q2y − q2z + q2w 2
(
qx·qy + qz·qw
)
2
(
qx·qz − qy·qw
)
2
(
qx·qy − qz·qw
)
−q2x + q2y − q2z + q2w 2
(
qy·qz + qx·qw
)
2
(
qx·qz + qy·qw
)
2
(
qy·qz − qx·qw
)
−q2x − q2y + q2z + q2w
 (7)
qn =
√
q1 .q1 + q2 .q2 + q3 . q3 + q4 .q4 (8)
qx =
q1
qn
, qy =
q2
qn
, qz =
q3
qn
, qw =
q4
qn
(9)
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2.7. Rotation Axis-Angle, and Spherical Angles
The rotation axis-angle system is an effective and simple way to present any 3D rotation matrix
as a 3D vector and a right-hand side rotation around it [47]. The rotation axis-angle presentation is
expressed as: x = 1, y = 0, z = 0 , IF sin(acos(qw))  0x = qxsin(acos(q.w)) , y = qysin(acos(q.w)) , z = qzsin(acos(q.w)) , ELSE
,w = 2 ∗ acos(qw) (10)
where q is a quaternion with normalized elements
(
qx, qy, qz, qw
)
, (x, y, z) is the rotation axis, and w is
the rotation angle. A length constraint is applied to the vector in Equation (10) in order to reduce the
number of degrees of freedoms to three. By modifying Equation (10) a convenient angular presentation
is achieved that contains three independent parameters [48]. This presentation is referred to as a
spherical rotation coordinate system.
In this work, the aforementioned angular presentation is called “spherical angles”, since it uses
spherical coordinates to express any rotation matrix (Figure 2). In the “spherical angles” presentation,
all possible rotation matrices are expressed as an angular rotation vector (φ, λ) and a momentum (κ).
This modification eases the dependence of the collinearity equation on the constraint that should be
assumed by quaternions or axis-angle presentation:
φ = asin
(x
l
)
, λ = atan2
( y
l
,
z
l
)
,κ = w, (11)
l =
√
x2 + y2 + z2
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2.8. Sparse Bundle Block Adjustment
In a classic BBA problem, a system of observational equations is assumed as:
f1(l1, {X}1)
f2(l2, {X}2)
...
fm(lm, {X}m)

m×1
= 0m×1, (12)
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where fi is the ith observational equation, li is the ith observed variable, and {X}I is the set of unknown
variables that are involved in the ith observational equation (constant parameters are hidden here,
and bold letters represent vectors). This equation is rewritten in a vector form as:
fm×1(xn×1, lm×1) = 0m×1 (13)
Standard least-squares framework involves an optimization process concerning a cost function
that is the sum of squares of the residuals (Equation (13)). The least-squares optimization process
results in:
argminx,l f
′.Σ−1L .f, (14)
where f is the vector of observational equations (Equation (13)), and ΣL is the covariance matrix of
observations. The standard solution to Equation (14) is:
Xˆ = −
[
AT.
(
B.P−1.BT
)−1
.A
]−1
.
[
AT.
(
B.P−1.BT
)−1
.W
]
, (15)
where A is the Jacobian matrix with respect to unknowns, B is the Jacobian matrix with respect to
observations, P is the weight matrix, W is the residual matrix, σ20 is the a priori factor variance, ΣL is
the covariance matrix of observations, and Xˆ is the estimated unknown matrix. The structure of A
in (Equation (15)) depends on the order of unknowns. A well-designed ordering helps to simplify
A by grouping similar parameters, e.g., a suitable ordering could be arranged such that x ={sensor
parameter, camera position and orientations, 3D object points coordinates}.
In most real cases, A requires a considerable amount of RAM. A more efficient solution is to
implicitly allocate and fill “N = AT.
(
B.P−1.BT
)−1
.A”, since the N’s dimension is independent of the
number of equations. The former indirect addressing could significantly decrease the amount of RAM
required to address Equation (15), especially for cases where a large number of equations exists.
A second improvement is feasible by considering object points as nuisance parameters.
This splitting comes in handy when N has a manageable big sub-structure. In this case, by employing
the given ordering, one may split N = [N11 N12 N21 N22 ], where N22 concerns the sub-structure part
(Figure 3). In this form, N22 has “small 3× 3 sub-matrices” on its main diagonal. N22 could consequently
be allocated and filled in a more efficient way. The advantages of this matrix formation are two-fold:
1—it requires considerably less memory, and 2—it is much faster to invert.
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3. Material and Methods
3.1. Datasets
Four datasets (DS1-DS4) were employed, each of which contained an image set, ground control
points (GCPs), checkpoints, and GNSS and IMU observations. Two datasets (DS1 and DS4) were
considered to investigate the proposed monocular SLAM, and the other datasets (DS2 and DS3) were
mainly employed to investigate the sparse BBA parametrization and system calibration.
The first dataset (DS1) was captured in July 2017 and it included 246 images of a field and
forest area located in the municipality of Vihti in southern Finland (approximately 60◦25′ N, 24◦22′ E)
(Figure 4). The dataset was collected using a Tarot 960 hexacopter attached to a Samsung NX500
camera with a Samsung 16 mm f/2.4 lens. The payload included a Raspberry PI computer, single band
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GNSS-receiver NVS NV08C-CSM (NVS Navigation Technologies Ltd., Montlingen, Switzerland) and
Vectornav VN-200 IMU-receiver (VectorNav Technologies, Dallas, TX, USA). A total of 32 GCPs were
distributed uniformly in the field. The GCPs were black-painted plywood boards of size 0.5 m by
0.5 m, with a white painted circle with a diameter of 0.3 m, and they were measured using Trimble
R10 RTK DGNSS (Trimble Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) with an accuracy of 3 cm vertically and 4 cm
horizontally [49]. The flying height of 140 m resulted in a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 3.2 cm,
and forward and side overlaps of 93% and 75%, respectively.
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Figure 4. Extent of the test area (DS1). Image locations are overlaid as orange dots. 
a Samsung 16 mm f/2.4 lens. The payload included a Raspberry PI computer, single band GNSS-
receiver NVS NV08C-CSM (NVS Navigation Technologies Ltd., Montlingen, Switzerland) and 
Vectornav VN-200 IMU-receiver (VectorNav Technologies, Dallas, TX, USA). A total of 32 GCPs were 
distributed uniformly in the field. The GCPs were black-painted plywood boards of size 0.5 m by 0.5 
m, with a white painted circle with a diameter of 0.3 m, and they were measured using Trimble R10 
RTK DGNSS (Trimble Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) with an accuracy of 3 cm vertically and 4 cm 
horizontally [49]. The flying height of 140 m resulted in a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 3.2 cm, 
and forward and side overlaps of 93% and 75%, respectively. 
i . . .
The second and third datasets (DS2 and DS3) were collected in October 2018 in the Sjökulla
calibration field of the Finnish Geospatial Research Institute (FGI), located in the municipality of
Kirkkonummi in southern Finland (approximately 60◦14′ N, 24◦22′ E). In the Sjökulla calibration
field, a total of 39 reference points were distributed uniformly in the field to be used as GCPs and
checkpoints (CPs). In a small part of the calibration field, the reference points were targeted using
black and white checkered aluminum square targets of size 0.3 m by 0.3 m, and in the rest of the field,
black-painted plywood boards of size 0.5 m by 0.5 m with a white painted circle with a diameter of
0.3 m were installed.
The reference points were measured with the Topcon Hiper HR collecting static measurements of
raw observation data at a minimum of 10 min for each point. Furthermore, we calculated static GNSS
positions for each reference point using the National Land Survey of Finland (NLS) RINEX service,
which offers observation data from FinnRef stations [50], in an open-source RTKlib (RTKlib version
2.4.2, Open-source, Raleigh, NC, USA) rnx2rtkp tool [51]. Topcon Hiper HR’s horizontal accuracy was
3 mm + 0.1 ppm and vertical accuracy was 3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm resulting in a test area with an accuracy
within 3.3 mm horizontally and 4.6 mm vertically. Both datasets DS2 and DS3 were captured using two
flying heights of 50 m and 25 m resulting in GSDs of 0.64 cm and 0.32 cm. The reason for choosing two
flying heights was to strengthen the networks to enable more accurate system calibration. The forward
and side overlaps were ~90% and ~80% for these two datasets. The UAV had the Gryphon Dynamics
quadcopter frame and it was equipped with a positioning system consisting of Trimble’s APX-15 EI
UAV GNSS-Inertial OEM System, comprising APX-20 UAV GNSS-Inertial OEM (multiband GNSS
and Internal onboard IMU59) and Harxon HX-CHX600A Antenna (Figure 5). The APX-20 UAV GNSS
Inertial OEM was stated by the manufacturer to achieve a postprocessed accuracy of 0.02—0.05 m
for positions, 0.025◦ for roll and pitch and 0.080◦ for true heading. The drone was carrying two Sony
A7R II RGB digital cameras equipped with a Sony FE 35 mm f/2.8 ZA Carl Zeiss Sonnar T* lens (Sony
Corporation, Minato, Tokyo, Japan) and 7352 × 5304 pixel CMOS detectors. They were mounted in
Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 3185 11 of 27
+15◦ and −15◦ oblique angles in the flight direction in a stabilized rack with APX-20 GNSS-Inertial
OEM. These cameras are labeled in this work as the “front” and the “back” cameras, and the datasets
collected by the cameras were named DS2 and DS3, respectively. The cameras were triggered to
capture images in two-second intervals using Sony’s time-lapse software, and APX-20 was used to
record the exact time of each camera’s hot shoe output signal. We calculated PPK GNSS solutions and
angles for each camera using single base differential GNSS-Inertial processing in Applanix POSPac
UAV (Version 8.3). For base station data we downloaded Virtual Reference Station (VRS) from the
National Land Survey of Finland (NLS) RINEX service, which offers observation data in Finland from
FinnRef stations [50].
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UAV flying in the air.
The fourth dataset (DS4) was captured in September 2017 in a grass field located in the municipality
of Jokioinen in southwest Finland (approximately 60◦48′ N, 23◦30′ E). The Gryphon Dynamics
quadcopter was equipped with a positioning system consisting of an NV08C-CSM L1 GNSS receiver
(NVS Navigation Technologies Ltd., Montlingen, Switzerland), a Vectornav VN-200 IMU (VectorNav
Technologies, Dallas, TX, USA) and a Raspberry Pi single-board computer (Raspberry Pi Foundation,
Cambridge, UK).
The UAV was carrying an RGB digital camera, a Sony A7R (Sony Corporation, Minato, Tokyo,
Japan) equipped with a Sony FE 35 mm f/2.8 ZA Carl Zeiss Sonnar T* lens (Sony Corporation, Minato,
Tokyo, Japan). The size of raw images was 7360 pixels × 4910 pixels. The camera was triggered to
capture images at two-second intervals, and a GNSS receiver was used to record the exact time of each
images hot shoe signal output from camera; for each camera PPK GNSS positions were calculated by
employing the NLS RINEX service [50], in the RTKlib software rtkpost tool [51]. The flying height of
50 m resulted in a GSD of 0.64 cm and forward and side overlaps of 86 % and 78 %, respectively. GCPs
were measured with the Trimble R10 RTK DGNSS.
3.2. Real-Time Computing
A computer equipped with a Core i7 4712HQ processor, 16 GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce
GT 750M 2 GBytes GDDR5 graphical processing unit (GPU) was used to simulate real-time computing
of the trajectories and network estimations. The processor had four physical cores and eight logical
cores. Our proof-of-concept implementation employed the OpenMP library to parallelize the execution
whenever possible.
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3.3. Multilevel Matching
A multilevel matching scheme is a good strategy to improve the computational complexity of a
stereo or multi-image matching scheme. For a given pair of images, low pyramid levels with lower
resolutions than the original images were initially matched to find approximate locations of small
sub windows with higher resolution levels. A quicker matching algorithm was achieved based on
three steps: 1—low-resolution image matching, 2—sub-window propagation, and 3—high-resolution
sub-window matching. Figure 6 demonstrates the multilevel matching steps that aim to decrease
the computational cost of the matching of high-resolution images, while keeping the accuracy at an
acceptable level. In this figure, a new image is labeled as “right”, and the last oriented image of the
network is labeled as the “left image”.Remote Sens. 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 26 
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The image matching operation was initially performed on the top pyramid level (σ = 0.25)
for “low-resolution” images under a time limit constraint that was a fraction of a second (Figure 6).
The purpose of the low-resolution image matching was to speed up the matching operation, and
then selecting only a few sub-regions on the original images was done in order to decrease the
extent of the key-point extraction domain. Bicubic sampling was employed on the GPU to shrink
the image size and preserve the geometric attributes of the source images. In the matching phase,
a cosine measure was employed with a ratio-check mechanism to ensure that the matching algorithm
produced high-quality matches. For any given key point on the left image, the algorithm compared
the ratio of cosine distances of the first two match candidates on the right image to a threshold. If
the ratio was greater than the threshold, the pair would have been selected as a successful match.
This comparison helped to find distinctive high-quality matches by ensuring that the final matches
were robust. Employing low-resolution matching decreased the execution time to orient the right
image to the network. The approximated orientations and position were later enhanced by a local
network adjustment. The RANSAC method with a projective transformation kernel was employed to
filter most of the remaining outliers.
In th “sub-window” ropagation step, the low-level high-resolution rectangular patches
(from original image size) of small size (200 × 200 pixels) were considered on the first image.
Sub-windows were selected as a few small-size rectangular regions to cover all parts of an image. Then a
projective transformation was employed to estimate the corresponding location of all high-resolution
sub-windows in the “left image” on the right image. The reason for choosing a projective transformation
was due to the near planarity of the object.
In the high-resolution low-level matching step, the low-level rectangles were matched, resulting
in a multiple-times decrease in the overall cost of tie point extraction. A high repeatability of tie
points was expected when robust (highly distinctive) key-points were detected on the propagated
sub-windows. Additional rectangular patches were added to the right image on uncovered places.
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3.4. Monocular SLAM
This section provides details and an efficient implementation of the monocular SLAM algorithm
that consists of an efficient network creation scheme, multilevel image matching, and local and global
adjustment steps. The network creation scheme is called the “modified connect-to-next” approach.
The proposed approach employs the multilevel image matching technique described in Section 3.3 as
its core component.
In the modified connect-to-next approach, images are sequentially connected to a global network.
Each sequence of 10–20 images are considered as a local network. A new incoming image is added to
the global network, and its status (three positions and three orientations) is adjusted by freezing all other
parameters of the network (single-image adjustment). Local networks are also individually adjusted
and analyzed for quality control and outlier filtering by employing a minimum-constraint sparse BBA.
The index number of local networks is marked on images of the global network. Two images of each
local network (middle and tail images) are considered for overlap analysis (Figure 7); For each of these
two images, a corresponding image with furthest index distance and highest overlap is selected from
the previous local network. The overlaps are calculated by assuming that the object is planar; therefore,
a plan is fitted to object points, projects of image planes are calculated on the estimated plane, and
consequently overlaps are calculated. The multilevel matching is finally performed to add inner-strip
tie points. This step is considered to improve the connectivity of the network. When the construction
is finished, the global network is optimized by employing a sparse BBA. If the strength of the network
allows, a self-calibrating sparse BBA is executed. The output of this algorithm is the adjusted trajectory
of the camera and a point cloud in a local or global coordinate system. A local coordinate system is
considered when no GNSS and IMU data is provided, however a global coordinate system is employed
when GNSS and IMU observations and system calibration parameters are provided. In this case,
a system calibration prior to a flight mission is required to robustly estimate lever-arm vector and
boresight angles.
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Figure 8 demonstrates a comparison between a graph resulting from the “connect-to-all” approach
and the “modified connect-to-next” approach. In this figure, the green box contains the new incoming
image, and the grey box demonstrates the oriented images. Obviously, fewer links are expected in the
modified “connect-to-next” approach.
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Figure 8. Schematic view of connect-to-all graph versus the modified connect-to-next. Arrows are
connections between images. Gray boxes contain networks of a few images. The green boxes contain
new incoming images.
In the implementation step, the UAV onboard computer is considered for fast operations such as
image-acquisition, local data storage, low-resolution key-point extraction, and local path estimation
close to the capturing moments. A fast data-link between the UAV and a powerful server is required to
assign heavier operations to a photogrammetric cloud server. Figure 9 demonstrates a schematic view of
mini tasks that were assigned to the UAV’s onboard computer, as well as the cloud (edge-cloud scheme).Remote Sens. 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 26 
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Figure 9. Schematic view of the real-time aerial simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM).
Figure 10 demonstrates a top-down workflow of the real-time trajectory estimation algorithm.
An “in-UAV” photogrammetric module was considered as the starting point. This approach
consequently led to initial structures of networks with a sufficient amount of high-frequency tie
points. When the size of the local network is relatively low (<10), the complexity of this algorithm
becomes [N+ s×N], where s =
(
α
β
)
is the sparsity coefficient of a network determined by the number
of new connections (α) after processing every (β) captured image (α = {1 : β}; α = 0 connect-to-next
approach, α = {1 : 2}modified connect-to-next approach).
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The proposed monocular method was implemented and tested in a simulation empowered by the
computer described in Section 3.2 on real datasets (DS1-DS4). The data were fed into the algorithm
with a rate similar to real configurations. The multilevel matching algorithm described in Section 3.3
was employed with a SIFT GPU kernel [30] to find a list of high-quality matches for DS1 and DS4.
Sensor parameters (IOPs) were kept fixed during the local adjustments of DS1 and DS4 structures
due to their geometric instability. Initial structures of DS1 and DS4 were estimated by employing
the modified connect-to-next network creation strategy. For these datasets, initially image-based
SLAM was performed without GCPs and check-points; in the postprocessing step of DS1, GCPs and
checkpoints were included to estimate camera motion and locations of 3D object points in a global
frame by employing an over-constraint sparse BBA.
Initial structures of datasets DS2 and DS3 were estimated using the connect-to-all approach
(Section 2.3). Spherical angles (Section 2.7) were employed in the sparse BBA (Section 2.8) to estimate
the final structure of all of the networks. Sensor parameters were optimized in DS2 and DS3 during
postprocessing adjustments since the network structures were strong enough for this purpose. In the
final postprocessing adjustments of DS2 and DS3, system calibration parameters (lever-arm vector and
boresight angles) were also estimated.
Standard deviation values of observations were employed in the adjustment process to regulate the
noise situation and propagate uncertainties to unknowns. The standard deviation value of image-point
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observations was set as 1 pixel for x and y components. The standard deviation value of GCPs was set
as 1.2 cm for X,Y, and Z components. For GNSS readings, a standard deviation value of 2 cm was
considered for X, Y, and Z components. For IMU readings, a standard deviation value of 0.002 degrees
was considered.
3.5. Performance Assessment
Different performance-assessment methods were employed to evaluate various aspects of the
proposed algorithm.
For image matching, the percentage of inliers along with the time factor were considered as the
assessment method. SIFT, SURF, and ORB methods were employed in different configurations to
assess the accuracy and timing of the proposed image matching approach. The selected matching
strategy for SIFT, SURF, and ORB was approximated nearest neighborhood searching [52]. For the
multiwindow SIFT a customized matching strategy was considered by employing the cosine distance
measure. A second key-point extraction was executed for SURF and ORB to demonstrate the effect of
high-quality key-points on the performance of a matching algorithm; it was based on selecting the first
10k high-quality key points. Image-point residuals in pixel units have been employed to assess the
quality of intersections and detect outliers in the BBA. The average root-mean-square errors (RMSEs)
of all image points were employed to assess the correctness of connecting an image to a network.
Scalar standard deviation values were employed to assess the quality of estimated parameters.
These values are estimated as the diagonal element of the covariance matrix of unknowns through error
propagation in the standard non-linear least-squares optimization process. Positional uncertainties
were expressed as 3D error ellipsoids that were extracted from 3 × 3 covariance sub-matrices of the
covariance matrix of unknowns.
Checkpoints were employed to assess the geometric accuracy of the sparse BBA (DS1-DS4).
The estimated lever-arm vector and bore-sight angles were employed to transfer the GNSS and IMU
readings to the local coordinate systems of images (DS2, DS3). All rotations were converted into
spherical angles used in the sparse BBA. These values were finally compared.
4. Results
4.1. Feature-Extraction Methods Comparison
In Table 1, SIFT, SURF, ORB, and multiwindow SIFT key point extraction methods are compared.
Overall, SIFT demonstrated the best distribution of match points among all the other methods,
however, it required a considerable amount of RAM, especially in comparison to ORB and multiwindow
SIFT. SIFT produced an almost similar inlier percentage to that of SURF. ORB, conversely, produced
better results than SIFT and SURF. The internal filtering structure in multiwindow SIFT successfully
increased the percentage of inliers, while reducing the overall matching time. The distribution of
matching point was improved by employing the windows matching.
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Table 1. A comparison between different key-point and descriptor extraction methods for matching
two aerial images. Inlier detection (ratio test [<0.8]) and reprojection error (<2 pixels).
Name
D
ataset
(M
Pix)
Im
age
Size
Tim
e
(s)
K
ey-Point
Tim
e
(s)
M
atching
Tim
e
(s)
O
verall
(M
B
)
M
em
ory
K
ey
Points
N
um
ber
of
Inliers
N
um
ber
of
Inlier
%
SIFT
DS3 35 16.1 39.0 55.1 9700 175k 37k 21.5%
DS1 24 11 49 60 9500 215k 28k 13.3%
SURF
DS3 35 11 45 56 440 204k 39k 19.4%
DS1 24 12 53 65 440 221k 34k 15.6%
DS3 35 0.9 1.2 2.1 380 10k 4.1k 41.1%
ORB
DS1 24 1.2 200.7 201.9 390 200k 55k 27.8%
DS1 24 1.0 0.9 1.9 380 10k 3.7k 37.8%
DS3 35 1.4 212 213.4 391 200k 83k 41.7%
* Multilevel match with SIFT kernel
DS1 24 0.031 0.144 6 232 4k 3k 92%
4.2. Multilevel Matching
By employing the proposed multilevel matching scheme (Section 3.3), the overall cost of image
matching decreased from ~60 s to 3.1 s for a stereo pair. On average, the image-based network creation
was at the same speed of data capturing which implied a real-time monocular SLAM performance.
The frequency of tie points was sufficiently increased by the sub-window propagation scheme that
allowed for a robust adjustment of the networks.
Figure 11 demonstrates the matching time as a function of key-point number. In can be noted that
the matching time is superlinear in this figure with respect to the number of key points. This implies
that a lower number of key-points are favorable for constructing a real-time matching scheme.
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Figure 11. Feature matching time with respect to the number of key-points (k).
Figure 12 demonstrates a scale issue during connecting a new image to the network. This problem
occurred when insufficient common tie points between the network and last pair were found;
consequently, the scale parameter between the last pair and the network became unstable. This figure
highlights the importance of high-frequency tie points in constructing a network. Since sub-windows
were propagated in the process, common tie points were extracted that decreased the possibility of a
linkage singularity. The proposed multilevel matching strategy suitably addressed this problem.
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pair (DS1).
4.3. Image-Based SLAM
Figure 13 demonstrates the results of the image-based SLAM for a short trajectory of 10 image
pairs from DS1 dataset. Figure 13a shows the estimated UAV trajectory and 3D points. Figure 13b
demonstrates accumulation of the trajectory uncertainty along the estimated UAV path with 100×
magnification. No GNSS or IMU readings were employed to estimate these paths. A local coordinate
system was considered, with the focal point of the first image being the origin of the coordinate system,
axis parallel to image plane, and an arbitrary scale (unit base-line). A minimum constraint adjustment
was employed by keeping the status of the first image and the furthest distance fixed. As the UAV
moved forward, the amount of uncertainty in the predicted image-based trajectory increased; therefore,
the essence of side tie points and high-frequency points in strengthening the network structure was
highlighted. In Figure 14, a longer path of 40 images from the same dataset is demonstrated. The effect
of sub-window matching is visible on locations of 3D object points.
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Figure 13. (a) A successful local network of 10 pairs of images. (b) The corresponding error llipses with
a 100×magnificatio or better visibility (DS1, “1-11”, minimum-constraint bundle block adjustment
(BBA) with fixed sensor).
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Fig re 14. (a) successful local network of 40 images. (b) The accumulation of uncertainties along the
path with a 100×magnification for better visualization (DS1, “1-40”, mini um-constraint BBA with
fixed sensor).
Figure 15 demonstrates the network of DS1 that was created by combining pairs without
performing a single-image BBA, which resulted in a deformed path. Figure 15b demonstrates the same
network by considering single-image adjustments, which shows a successful example of the proposed
approach. Obviously, the adjustment improved the final outcome.
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Figure 15. DS1, 245 aerial images. (a) Network structure by simple combination of image pairs; (b) the
same network with single-image adjustment (fixed-sensor minimum-constraint sparse BBA).
Figure 16 demonstrates the structural matrices of the DS1 network, by employing different
network creation strategies. Blue points show the existence of common tie points between two images.
In Figure 16a a connect-to-next approach was employed; consequently, the structure of the resulted
network was sparse. More links are visible on locations where a new strip starts. For comparison,
the connect-to-all approach was employed on this dataset at the maximum computational cost and the
result is demonstrated in Figure 16c. The sparse structure improved by applying the proposed overlap
analysis by the modified connect-to-next approach, which balanced the time and the computation cost
(Figure 16b).
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4.4. Postprocessing
Figure 17a demonstrates the adjusted structure of DS2 after postprocessing. On average,
a 0.64 pixel image-point residual with standard deviation of 0.71 pixel was observed for DS1.
Average differences of 1.9 cm, −1.1 cm, and 0. 7 cm in the components X, Y, and Z of GNSS
readings and the output of BBA were observed for GCPs of DS1. The differences for the GCPs and
checkpoints of DS2 are listed in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. A mean residual of 2.24 cm with RMSE
of 1.26 cm was observed for GCPs of DS2. The checkpoints of DS2 presented similar accuracy to the
GCPs, with mean residual of 1.32 cm and RMSE of 0.99 cm.
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Figure 17b demonstrates the adjusted structure of DS3. On average, a 0.60 pixel image-point
residual with standard deviation of 0.71 pixel was observed for DS3, which was similar to DS2.
Residuals of GCPs and check points of DS3 are listed in Tables 4 and 5. A mean residual of 1.4 cm with
RMSE of 0.76 cm was observed for GCPs of DS3. The checkpoints of DS3 had higher accuracy than
the checkpoints of DS2, with mean residual of 0.9 cm with RMSE 0.52 cm. The higher 3D positional
accuracies of DS3 in comparison to DS2 were also visible by comparing their image-point residuals.
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Table 2. List of the ground control points (GCP) for the front camera (DS2).
Point Name No. Rays Residual Unit Residual Vector Unit
25 11 3.1 cm (−1.2, −2.0, −2.0) cm
27 10 4.4 cm (−2.0, 2.6, −3.0) cm
29 10 0.9 cm (0.3, 0.6, −0.6) cm
31 11 0.8 cm (−0.2, 0.2, −0.8) cm
32 16 1.8 cm (−1.0, 0.1, −1.5) cm
33 12 1.9 cm (−0.8, −0.5, 1.6) cm
34 13 4.0 cm (0.1, 0.4, −4.0) cm
36 10 1.9 cm (1.0, −1.1, −1.2) cm
37 12 1.6 cm (1.0, 0.4, −1.2) cm
38 11 0.6 cm (−0.2, 0.2, 0.5) cm
40 10 3.6 cm (2.2, −1.1, −2.6) cm
41 11 2.2 cm (1.5, 0.9, −1.3) cm
Residual mean: 2.24 (cm), RMSE: 1.26 (cm)
Table 3. List of the checkpoints for the front camera (DS2).
Point Name No. Rays Residual Unit Residual Vector Unit
9 9 0.1 cm (−0.1, −0.1, −0.0) cm
30 14 0.9 cm (−0.3, −0.1, −0.9) cm
35 11 2.4 cm (0.5, −0.9, −2.2) cm
39 10 1.8 cm (0.6, −0.4, −1.7) Cm
Residual mean: 1.32 (cm), RMSE: 0.99 (cm)
Table 4. List of the ground control points (GCP) for the back camera (DS3).
Point Name No. Rays Residual Unit Res. Vector Unit
25 10 2.6 cm (−0.8, −2.4,−0.6) cm
27 17 1.6 cm (−0.5, 1.3, −0.7) cm
29 10 0.6 cm (0.4, 0.4, −0.1) cm
31 11 0.6 cm (−0.3, 0.3, −0.4) cm
32 10 1.2 cm (−1.1, 0.1, −0.5) cm
33 11 1.7 cm (−0.9, −0.6, −1.2) cm
34 10 1.6 cm (−0.6, 0.3, −1.5) cm
36 10 1.4 cm (0.0, −0.4, 1.3) cm
37 10 1.0 cm (0.2, 0.2, 1.0) cm
38 10 1.1 cm (0.3, 0.6, −0.8) cm
40 10 0.5 cm (0.4, −0.3, 0.1) cm
41 10 2.9 cm (1.8, 1.0, −2.1) cm
Residual mean: 1.4 (cm),RMSE: 0.76 (cm)
Table 5. List of the checkpoints for the back camera (DS3).
Point Name No. Rays Residual Unit Residual Vector Unit
9 10 1.0 cm (0.2, −0.4, 0.9) cm
30 10 0.5 cm (−0.2, 0.1, 0.4) cm
35 10 1.6 cm (0.2, −0.5, −1.5) cm
39 10 0.5 cm (−0.3, −0.3, −0.3) cm
Sample mean: 0.9 (cm), RMSE: 0.52 (cm)
Table 6 lists the calibrated values for DS2 and DS3 camera IOPs and system calibration parameters
and their standard deviation. On average, a 0.57 pixel image residual with standard deviation of 0.68
pixel was observed for DS2. The estimated standard deviation values of the IOPs between DS2 and DS3
were similar, which was expected. All of the IOPs were observed as meaningful, since the standard
deviation values of the IOPs were less than estimated values. Mounting parameters of the cameras
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with respect to the GNSS and IMU (lever-arm vector and boresight angles) accurately resembled
the physical reality of the sensor. The accuracy for the “Front camera” (D2) dataset was also similar
(Tables 2–5). The residuals confirm that the calibration process has been successful.
Table 6. Calibrated interior orientation parameters estimated by the proposed method for the front and
back cameras of DS2 and DS3.
No Param. Name Unit
Front (DS2) Back (DS3)
Value Std. Value Std.
1 PrincipalDistance px. 8006.8 0.20 7995.16 0.39
2 PrincipalDistance mm. 36.24 9e−4 36.18 9e−4
3 Principal Point xdir. px. 4002.7 0.11 3986.79 0.13
4 Principal Point ydir. px. 2623.4 0.14 2604.41 0.21
5 K1 N/A −0.0395 7e−5 −0.04583 7e−5
6 K2 N/A 0.169570 4e−4 0.185436 4e−4
7 K3 N/A 0.137138 9e−4 0.08950 9e−4
8 P1 N/A 0.00104 4e−5 −5e−4 6e−6
9 P2 N/A −4e-4 3e−6 −0.0017 3e−6
10 Scale factor N/A −1e-4 4e−5 1e−4 5e−6
11 Shear factor N/A 7e-6 2e−6 −1e−4 2e−6
12 Pixel size µm 4.526 N/A 4.526 N/A
13 Lever-arm (ωl) ◦ −105.12 0.01 −75.28 0.03
14 Lever-arm (φl) ◦ −1.76 2e−3 −1.39 0.01
15 Lever-arm (κl) ◦ −1.74 0.01 179.10 0.04
16 Lever-arm (X0b) cm −0.07 0.04 3.84 0.09
17 Lever-arm (Y0b) cm −3.73 0.07 −14.55 0.20
18 Lever-arm (Z0b) cm −15.79 0.04 −9.59 0.09
Figure 17c demonstrates the adjusted structure of DS4. On average, a 1.33 pixel image-point
residual with standard deviation of 1.84 pixel was obtained for DS4.
The Euler angular framework was unable to address DS2 and DS3 adjustments, since the
gimbal-lock singularity occurred in both cases. The proposed method employed the spherical angles
as a successful alternative to address the singularities. Average differences in cameras position were
1.466 cm, 1.423 cm, 1.371 cm and 2.03 cm, 2.01 cm, 1.98 cm in the components X, Y, and Z of GNSS
readings and the output of BBA after applying calibrated lever-arm vector and boresight angles for the
“Back” (DS3) and “Front”(DS2) camera, respectively.
Differences between the IMU observations and adjusted image orientations that were back
projected by employing the calibrated boresight angles are demonstrated in Figure 18 for DS2.
The observational residuals presented were mostly less than 0.2 degrees, which was the expected
difference based on the IMU accuracy (standard deviation value of 0.2 degrees). Some outliers could be
seen in this figure which were filtered out before the adjustment step. Those differences were similar
between the front and the back camera.
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25 11 3.1 cm (−1.2, −2.0, −2.0) cm 
27 10 4.4 cm (−2.0, 2.6, −3.0) cm 
29 10 0.9 cm (0.3, 0.6, −0.6) cm 
31 11 0.8 cm (−0.2, 0.2, −0.8) cm 
32 16 1.8 cm (−1.0, 0.1, −1.5) cm 
33 12 1.9 cm (−0.8, −0.5, 1.6) cm 
34 13 4.0 cm (0.1, 0.4, −4.0) cm 
36 10 1.9 cm (1.0, −1.1, −1.2) cm 
37 12 1.6 cm (1.0, 0.4, −1.2) cm 
38 11 0.6 cm (−0.2, 0.2, 0.5) cm 
40 10 3.6 cm (2.2, −1.1, −2.6) cm 
41 11 2.2 cm (1.5, 0.9, −1.3) cm 
Residual mean: 2.24 (cm), RMSE: 1.26 (cm) 
Outliers 
Outliers 
Outlier 
Figure 18. Difference between inertial measurement unit (IMU) values, and output of BBA after
applying calibrated boresight angles for the back camera (DS3).
5. Discussion
The modified sequential approach successfully addressed drawbacks of a simple sequential
approach by proposing fixes to each of them: to address the first issue, image points were tracked
in propagated sub-windows to produce tie points with high frequency in sufficient numbers.
The complexity of the modified approach remained [N] despite applying this modification. This was the
initial goal of the modified sequential approach that was fulfilled; additional edges were consequently
added to the structure of the network by employing label propagation. The second issue was
addressed by implementing a progressive photogrammetric overlap analysis to effectively find
potential connections for a new image; therefore, only a few images of any incoming local network
(tail and middle of a sparse pattern) were selected to be analyzed for new possible edges. This ensured
adding a minimum number of edges to avoid extra connections. The overlap analysis was enabled by
assuming that the object is near planar. This is a limitation of our approach that needs to be further
studied and improved for other cases. The third issue was addressed by limiting the matching domain.
By this modification, only a few small sub-windows were initially selected in the first image; then a
low-resolution image matching a high pyramid-level was employed to find approximate corresponding
locations inside a second image; finally, matches between local sub-windows were sought, which
were less computationally-demanding because of the small size of the sub windows. The locations
of matching windows were finally propagated by employing a projective transformation in order to
preserve the high-frequency of image tie points. In the proposed scheme, some light operations were
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considered to be performed onboard, however, heavier computations such as block optimization were
assigned to the cloud computer.
The proposed edge-cloud scheme continues the trend that relies on onboard computing, such as in
the case of [20]. The proposed multilevel matching strategy acted faster than methods such as [30,32,35]
on matching high-resolution images. The proposed scheme has the flexibility of employing each of the
state-of-the-art image-matching methods as its internal matching kernel. The proposed monocular
SLAM solution solved the aerial situations that we found difficult to address by the other methods
such as [20] and [42]. The proposed angular parametrization addressed the gimbal lock singularity
in an efficient way. The error propagation that is addressed here is similar to works such as [53],
however, we decomposed positional covariance sub-matrices to produce positional 3D error ellipsoids.
This useful presentation significantly helped to find the shortcomings of the monocular SLAM, which
were mainly related to efficient image matching and optimal network creation.
Powerful single-board computers are currently available in the market that have comparable
or even better performance than the computer system employed in this research. Despite that,
the proposed method was implemented and tested in a simulation with a desktop computer, and a
powerful single-board computer could be easily employed for a real scenario.
Our future research will aim to improve the shortcomings of the proposed matching strategy,
especially when texture information is not adequate for the matching phase. We intend to overcome
difficult cases by employing novel artificial intelligence (AI) methods.
6. Conclusions
We proposed a novel monocular SLAM approach and demonstrated its success in the absence of
GNSS and IMU observations. The proposed matching strategy was observed as a fast and accurate
method for real-time SLAM that was able to perform the matching based on a real-time schedule.
The multiscale propagation scheme significantly decreased the computational cost. Sub-window
matching was observed as a good strategy to maintain a balance between the algorithm’s complexity
and accuracy. This strategy also improved the local structure of the networks, which helped increase
the repeatability of the local tie points. The overlap analysis decreased the sizes of positional error
ellipses of camera positions by adding side tie points. This step turned out to be important in
strengthening the structure of the network. Most of the outliers resulting from the matching phase were
successfully detected by the RANSAC module with a projective kernel. Adjustment of local networks
was demonstrated as a very useful tool to detect outliers. Accumulation of positional uncertainty of
the trajectory estimation was considerably improved by adding side tie points and executing local
adjustments in an optimal way that took the timing constraints into account. The postprocessing
adjustment was demonstrated to resolve the system calibration when GNSS and IMU observations
were available.
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